Welcome to a Seminar with the Messenger for The Hearts Center™, David Lewis.

Söderhamn, Sweden 2nd – 4th of February 2007

This is the perfect opportunity for all those who want a personal experience with this new dispensation in Scandinavia. David Lewis will be speaking about The Hearts Center and his role as Messenger. There will also be dictations, important spiritual work and darshan, i.e. a session where those in attendance can ask specific questions to the Masters.

Program
Friday 2nd of February:

1200: Lunch
1330: Welcome, Decrees & Songs

Presentation by David Lewis on The Hearts Center dispensation and his role as Messenger. Questions and answers

1730: Dinner
1900: Evening session with Decrees, Darshan and Dictation

Lanello, Morya and the Great Divine Director will be present for the Darshan to answer questions for instance like:

• Sanat Kumara's relationship to Scandinavia
• How the European Union has affected the divine plan for Europe.
• The possibility for earth and weather changes in Scandinavia

The participants are encouraged to prepare their own questions to ask the Masters. The questions may also relate to one’s spiritual path.

**Dictation from the Queen of Light**

Review of the dictation.

---

**Saturday 3rd of February**

0700: Morning Rosary

**Dictation: Mother Mary (if there are at least 12 in attendance not including the Messenger)**
Review of the dictation.

0830: Breakfast

0930: Decrees

**Darshan**

1130: Exercise / Personal meditation time.

1200: Lunch

1330: The next steps for our individual and collective spiritual work in Scandinavia/Europe. Individual sharing and group reflection

1500 Afternoon tea

1530 Decrees

**Dictation: Jesus**
Review of the dictation
1800: Dinner

1930 – 2200: Clearance service for Scandinavia and Europe

Work with decrees, visualizations and bilocation. Material for visualizations, from all the European nations will be provided.

Dictations: Saint Germain, Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus

Review of the dictations

God, You and Your Friends  Northern Lights  Snow Crystal

Sunday 4th of February

0700: Morning Rosary

Dictation: The Snow King and The Snow Queen

Review of the dictation

0830: Breakfast

0930: Continued spiritual work for the clearance of Europe

Dictation: Apollo and Lumina to seal the weekend and to anchor a pillar of cosmic illumination for all of Europe

Review of the dictation.

1230: Lunch

The Snow King and the Snow Queen are available from 0815 to 1500 to bless any legally married couples from Scandinavia along with all their children.